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1 a control gained by enforcing obedience or order b orderly or prescribed conduct or pattern of

behavior c self control 2 punishment 3 training that corrects molds or perfects the mental faculties

or moral character 4 a field of study 5 a rule or system of rules governing conduct or activity 6

obsolete instruction an activity exercise or regimen that develops or improves a skill training

sticking to specific and regular mealtimes is excellent discipline for many dieters a branch of

instruction or learning the disciplines of history and economics punishment inflicted by way of

correction and training discipline is essential in the change process because you ll need to keep

new behaviors in place even after you ve met your initial goals training that makes people more

willing to obey or more able to control themselves often in the form of rules and punishments if

these are broken or the behaviour produced by this training parental military school discipline

there should be tougher discipline in schools discipline is the practice of making people obey

rules or standards of behaviour and punishing them when they do not order and discipline have

been placed in the hands of headmasters and governing bodies self discipline is a key to

success but it doesn t always come naturally learn how to improve your self discipline and gain

more control over your life goals develop behavior by instruction and practice especially to teach

self control parents must discipline their children synonyms check condition train a control that is

gained by requiring that rules or orders be obeyed and punishing bad behavior the teacher has a

hard time maintaining discipline in the classroom b a way of behaving that shows a willingness to

obey rules or orders the troops were praised for their dedication and discipline what does the

noun discipline mean there are 17 meanings listed in oed s entry for the noun discipline three of

which are labelled obsolete see meaning use for definitions usage and quotation evidence noun

as in field of study subject of interest compare synonyms synonyms antonyms strongest match
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curriculum strong matches area course specialty weak match branch of knowledge discover more

example sentences great discipline is taking place in china as president xi strongly leads what

will be a very successful operation the word discipline is defined as imparting knowledge and skill

in other words to teach in its most general sense discipline refers to systematic instruction given

to a disciple to discipline means to instruct a person to follow a particular code of conduct

uncountable the ability to control your behavior or the way you live work etc he ll never get

anywhere working for himself he s got no discipline her determination and discipline were

admirable see self discipline discipline is the inner power pushing you to get out of your bed to

exercise every morning instead of sleeping for hours discipline means having willpower over your

basic desires self discipline is the bridge between goals defined and goals accomplished learning

to effectively lead yourself and others all comes down to discipline happiness success and

fulfillment self discipline looks different for everyone exercising control might come easier for

some of us than others however everyone can learn to strengthen their self discipline muscles in

this article we will talk about self discipline how to develop it and how to use it to get what you

want discipline and punishment aren t the same read about how they re different and which one

is more effective learn how positive discipline and corrective consequences can guide kids to

correct their behavior discipleship requires the discipline of cross bearing three things seem to be

necessary for us each day our daily food for which we are to pray matt 6 11 our daily work in

which we are to be faithful 1 thess 4 11 12 2 thess 3 10 13 and our daily cross discipline is

controlling behavior whether your own or someone else s to try to achieve important goals let s

see what effective discipline looks like generally when people think of discipline in families their

thoughts turn to punishment time outs grounding denying certain privileges etc but discipline

research consistently shows is the ability to control yourself or other people even in difficult

situations maintaining classroom discipline control of the students is the first task of every teacher

fewer examples in some of these schools army style drills are used to instill a sense of discipline
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discipline definition meaning merriam webster May 11 2024

1 a control gained by enforcing obedience or order b orderly or prescribed conduct or pattern of

behavior c self control 2 punishment 3 training that corrects molds or perfects the mental faculties

or moral character 4 a field of study 5 a rule or system of rules governing conduct or activity 6

obsolete instruction

discipline definition meaning dictionary com Apr 10 2024

an activity exercise or regimen that develops or improves a skill training sticking to specific and

regular mealtimes is excellent discipline for many dieters a branch of instruction or learning the

disciplines of history and economics punishment inflicted by way of correction and training

why discipline matters and 5 ways to work on it Mar 09 2024

discipline is essential in the change process because you ll need to keep new behaviors in place

even after you ve met your initial goals

discipline english meaning cambridge dictionary Feb 08 2024

training that makes people more willing to obey or more able to control themselves often in the

form of rules and punishments if these are broken or the behaviour produced by this training

parental military school discipline there should be tougher discipline in schools

discipline definition and meaning collins english dictionary Jan

07 2024

discipline is the practice of making people obey rules or standards of behaviour and punishing
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them when they do not order and discipline have been placed in the hands of headmasters and

governing bodies

how to be more disciplined verywell mind Dec 06 2023

self discipline is a key to success but it doesn t always come naturally learn how to improve your

self discipline and gain more control over your life goals

discipline definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com Nov 05

2023

develop behavior by instruction and practice especially to teach self control parents must

discipline their children synonyms check condition train

discipline definition meaning britannica dictionary Oct 04 2023

a control that is gained by requiring that rules or orders be obeyed and punishing bad behavior

the teacher has a hard time maintaining discipline in the classroom b a way of behaving that

shows a willingness to obey rules or orders the troops were praised for their dedication and

discipline

discipline n meanings etymology and more oxford english Sep 03

2023

what does the noun discipline mean there are 17 meanings listed in oed s entry for the noun

discipline three of which are labelled obsolete see meaning use for definitions usage and

quotation evidence
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70 synonyms antonyms for discipline thesaurus com Aug 02

2023

noun as in field of study subject of interest compare synonyms synonyms antonyms strongest

match curriculum strong matches area course specialty weak match branch of knowledge

discover more example sentences great discipline is taking place in china as president xi strongly

leads what will be a very successful operation

discipline wikipedia Jul 01 2023

the word discipline is defined as imparting knowledge and skill in other words to teach in its most

general sense discipline refers to systematic instruction given to a disciple to discipline means to

instruct a person to follow a particular code of conduct

discipline noun definition pictures pronunciation and May 31

2023

uncountable the ability to control your behavior or the way you live work etc he ll never get

anywhere working for himself he s got no discipline her determination and discipline were

admirable see self discipline

discipline 101 stick to your plan and get it done Apr 29 2023

discipline is the inner power pushing you to get out of your bed to exercise every morning

instead of sleeping for hours discipline means having willpower over your basic desires
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9 powerful ways to cultivate extreme self discipline forbes Mar

29 2023

self discipline is the bridge between goals defined and goals accomplished learning to effectively

lead yourself and others all comes down to discipline happiness success and fulfillment

self discipline definition tips how to develop it Feb 25 2023

self discipline looks different for everyone exercising control might come easier for some of us

than others however everyone can learn to strengthen their self discipline muscles in this article

we will talk about self discipline how to develop it and how to use it to get what you want

the difference between discipline and punishment understood

Jan 27 2023

discipline and punishment aren t the same read about how they re different and which one is

more effective learn how positive discipline and corrective consequences can guide kids to

correct their behavior

the discipline of discipleship c s lewis institute Dec 26 2022

discipleship requires the discipline of cross bearing three things seem to be necessary for us

each day our daily food for which we are to pray matt 6 11 our daily work in which we are to be

faithful 1 thess 4 11 12 2 thess 3 10 13 and our daily cross
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discipline definition examples quotes the berkeley Nov 24 2022

discipline is controlling behavior whether your own or someone else s to try to achieve important

goals let s see what effective discipline looks like

discipline punishment and rewards psychology today Oct 24

2022

generally when people think of discipline in families their thoughts turn to punishment time outs

grounding denying certain privileges etc but discipline research consistently shows is

discipline definition in the cambridge english dictionary Sep 22

2022

the ability to control yourself or other people even in difficult situations maintaining classroom

discipline control of the students is the first task of every teacher fewer examples in some of

these schools army style drills are used to instill a sense of discipline
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